RSPH faculty received the following grants for research and training between September and November 2012.

**Behavioral Sciences and Health Education**

- **Michael Windle** – The development of alcohol use and alcohol disorders across the lifespan (NIH)
- **Debra Morris** – TSET #5 (Oklahoma Tobacco Settlement Endowment Trust)
- **Andrea Swartzendruber** – Parenting, alcohol use, and sexual risk among young African American mothers (NIH)
- **Hui Chae** – Psychobiology of racial minority stress and cellular aging (NIH)
- **Gene Brody** – Feasibility of an Internet-based model for implementation of a prevention program (University of South Florida)

**Biostatistics and Bioinformatics**

- **Lance Waller** – Data coordination for the Rosalynn Carter Institute (Georgia Southwestern State University)
- **DuBois Bowman** – Analytic methods for determining multimodal biomarkers for Parkinson’s disease (NIH)

**Environmental Health**

- **Kyle Steenland** – Planning for a global environmental health hub based in Chile (NIH)
- **Stefanie Sarnat** – The Dallas air pollution epidemiology study (Electric Power Research Institute)
- **Matthew Freeman** – Sanitation and hygiene applied research for equity (London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine)
- **Dana Barr** – Pesticide concentrations in duplicate diet samples (University of California Davis)
Epidemiology

- **Carol Hogue** – *PRAMS stillbirth formative research* (Manila Consulting Group Inc.); *Maternal and child health doctoral training program* (Health Resources and Services Administration)

- **Neel Ghandi** – *Impact of HIV, antiretroviral therapy, and TB genotype of survival in MDR TB* (National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases)

Global Health

- **Reynaldo Martorell** – *Assessing impact of MI fortification of stales – iron status and anemia – Costa Rica* (Micronutrient Initiative)

- **Rob Stephenson** – *Minority stress and mental health among same-sex couples* (San Francisco State University); *ECHPP for metropolitan statistical areas most affected by HIV/AIDS* (George Washington University)

- **Carlos del Rio** – *Seek, test, treat, and retain: addressing HIV among vulnerable populations* (Columbia University)

- **Mohammed Ali** – *Speaker’s program on diabetes—Kingdom of Saudi Arabia* (U.S. Department of State)

- **Helena Pachón** – *ProPAN updating and implementation process* (Pan American Health Education Foundation)

Health Policy and Management

- **Jason Hockenberry** – *Impact of volume and temporal distance on the value of organ transplant surgery* (Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality)

- **Ron Goetzel** – *Analytic and consulting support for the good health index project* (Health Promotion Board); *Proposal to conduct the HERO scoreboard validation study* (Truven Health Analytics)